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Presently two classes of artinian rings are known, over which there exist 
Auslander-Reiten sequences: artin algebras and rings of finite represen- 
tation type. To be more precise, Auslander and Reiten have proved the 
existence of an Auslander-Reiten sequence 0 -+ A -+ B + C -+ 0 consisting 
of finitely generated modules for each finitely generated, indecomposable, 
non-projective module C (resp. for each finitely generated, indecomposable, 
non-injective module A) over such a ring. Moreover, these sequences are 
even Auslander-Reiten sequences in the category of all modules, i.e., the 
characteristic factorization properties are valid in the whole module 
category. Little seems to be known about further classes of artinian rings 
which possess these very properties. 
In this paper we indicate an example of an artinian ring R which is 
neither an artin algebra nor of finite representation type, but which admits 
Auslander-Reiten sequences in the category mod R. However, contrary to 
the situation over the first mentioned rings, some of these sequences are not 
Auslander-Reiten sequences in the category Mod R of all modules. The 
presentation of this example takes up the major part of this work. The ring 
we are dealing with is the triangular matrix ring 
R= 
where F denotes the field of formal Laurent series in one variable over a 
field k of characteristic 0 and pNF a bimodule over F, which as a left F-vec- 
tor space has a basis x, y and as a right vector space is defined by xa := ax 
and ya := dry + CL’X, a’ standing for the usual derivative of a E F. The 
representation theory of such rings has been extensively studied by Ringel 
[a]. Using his results we shall show under Section 2 that Auslander-Reiten 
sequences exist in mod R. Caused by the specific nature of R, systems of 
differential equations over F play a crucial role in our argumentation. 
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Therefore we need to show that the solution space of a homogeneous 
system of linear differential equations over F is finite-dimensional over k 
and we also need a criterion for the solvability of certain systems of non- 
homogeneous equations. These technical tools will be developed under Sec- 
tion 3. Section 1 is of a general nature. First we show that for a finitely 
presented, non-projective module C with a local endomorphism ring over a 
semiperfect ring R there exists an Auslander-Reiten sequence 0 + A + 
B --) C + 0 in mod R, if and only if (Tr C)’ contains a finitely presented 
pure submodule A with a local endomorphism ring. ((Tr C)” is defined 
below.) Then we study artinian rings R admitting Auslander-Reiten 
sequences 0 --f A + B + C -+ 0 in mod R for all simple non-projective 
modules C. In the end several results are stated which allow us to derive 
the existence of Auslander-Reiten sequences from given ones. 
In this paper, all rings have an identity and all modules are unitary. For 
some ring R, Mod R (R Mod) will denote the category of all right (left) 
modules and mod R (R mod) the category of finitely presented right (left) 
modules over R. Instead of Hom,(M,, NR) we shall write (MA, NR) or 
(M, N). J(R) denotes the Jacobson radical of R, Sot M the socle of a 
module M; Sot’ A4, i 2 1, is defined inductively by Sot’ A4 = Sot M and 
soci+ l M/Sot’ M= Soc(M/Soc’M). For a finitely presented module M 
without projective direct summands # 0 over a semiperfect ring, Tr M 
denotes the transposed module. If M, is a module with a local 
endomorphism ring S and ,U an injective hull of s(S/J(S)), then we 
put M” := (,M, sU). Finally we recall the definition of an Auslander- 
Reiten sequence (AR-sequence for short). A non-split exact sequence 
O+A+/B +g C + 0 in Mod R (mod R) is called an AR-sequence in 
Mod R (mod R), if it has the following two properties: For each module M 
in Mod R (mod R) and each s E (M, C) which is not a split epimorphism 
there exists s’ E (M, B) with gs’ = s, and for each NE Mod R (mod R) and 
each t E (A, N) which is not a split monomorphism there exists t E (B, N) 
with t’f = t. A very general existence theorem is attributed to Auslander. 
We quote it, because it forms the background of most results in this paper. 
THEOREM (Auslander [3, Theorem 3.9)). Let R be semiperfect. For each 
non-projective CE mod R with a local endomorphism ring there is an 
A&under-Reiten sequence 0 4 (Tr C)’ + B + C + 0 in Mod R. 
1 
This section contains a number of general statements centred around the 
existence of Auslander-Reiten sequences in mod R. They complement and 
generalize related results in our paper [lo]. To begin with, we derive 
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an existence theorem for Auslander-Reiten sequences in mod R from 
Auslander’s theorem. It is illustrated in a striking way by the example in 
the next section. 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a semiperfect ring and C, a finitely presented, 
non-projective module with a local endomorphism ring. There exists an 
Auslander-Reiten sequence 0 + A -+ B --) C + 0 in mod R if and only if 
(Tr C)” contains a finitely presented, pure submodule with a local 
endomorphism ring. Up to isomorphism, the latter is uniquely determined. 
Proof We have shown in [lo, Proposition 33, that if 0 + A --) 
B -+ C + 0 is an AR-sequence in mod R, then there exists a pure embedding 
A + (Tr C)“. 
To settle the converse implication, we assume that there exists a finitely 
presented module A with a local endomorphism ring and a pure 
monomorphism i: A -+ (Tr C)“. By Auslander’s theorem there exists an AR- 
sequence 0 -+ (Tr C)’ 4’ B’ --) g’ C + 0 in Mod R. We may assume that i is 
not an isomorphism. Now we denote by p: (Tr C)” + K the cokernel of i. 
Because p is not a split monomorphism, there is a map q E (B’, K) with 
qf’= p; let j: B + B’ denote the kernel of q. These maps induce in an 
obvious way the following commutative diagram with exact rows and 
columns: 
0 
I I 
o- A *,B g.C-O 
I I 
0 0 
The proof is finished by showing that the first row is an AR-sequence in 
mod R. It does not split, because the middle row does not. Since A and C 
have local endomorphism rings, it is sufficient to prove that g is right 
almost split in mod R. Let ME mod R and g E (M, C) be a morphism 
which is not a split epimorphism. g’ being right almost split in Mod R, 
there is h, E (M, B’) such that g’h, = h. By purity of i there exists 
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hz E: (M, (Tr C)‘) such that qh, = phz = qf’hz, hence there is h3 E (M, B) 
satisfying $2, = h, - f’h2 and we have h = g’h i = g’(jh, + f)h2) = 
g’jh, = gh,. Because AR-sequences are uniquely determined up to 
isomorphism, A has this property, also. 
The dual question of the existence of an Auslander-Reiten sequence 
0 + A + B + C + 0 in mod R for given A can be answerd similarly. 
THEOREM 2. Let R be semiperfect and A, a finitely presented, non- 
injective module with a local endomorphism ring. 
(1) There exists an At&under-Reiten sequence 0 + A + B + C + 0 in 
mod R tf and only tf there is a finitely presented, non-projective module k X 
with a local endomorphism ring and a pure embedding A + X0. 
(2) Furthermore, if A is not projective, then there exists an Auslander- 
Reiten sequence 0 + A + B + C + 0 in mod R if and only tf A0 contains a 
finitely presented, non-projective pure submodule with a local endomorphism 
ring. 
Proof (1) It is an easy consequence of Theorem 1. 
(2) In case A is not projective then by [ 10, Satz 43 there exists an 
AR-sequence 0 + A + B + C + 0 in mod R iff there exists an AR-sequence 
0 +X + Y + Tr A + 0 in R mod where X is not projective. Hence our 
assertion likewise follows from Theorem 1. 
By including further conditions we can slightly improve the statements of 
the last theorem. 
Remark 3. We adopt the assumptions of Theorem 2; furthermore, we 
suppose that A, is algebraically compact or RR is noetherian. 
(1) If there is a finitely presented module ,sX with a local endo- 
morphism ring and a pure embedding A + X0, then X is not projective. 
(2) We assume additionally that RR is algebraically compact. If A0 
contains a finitely presented pure submodule R Y with a local endo- 
morphism ring, then Y is not projective. 
Proof. (1) If X is projective then X0 is injective and, by our 
assumptions, the map A + X0 splits, a contradiction. 
(2) Now we suppose that RR is algebraically compact and R Y 
projective. Then Y is algebraically compact too, hence a direct summand of 
A’. Because A0 is indecomposable we may infer Y = A’. Let S = End(A,), 
s I/ an injective hull of S/J(S), T = End( kA”) = End( s I’), and UT an 
injective hull of V,. Since the canonical embedding A + (A’& U,) is pure, 
we arrive at a contradiction in the same way as in (1). 
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Next we show a criterion for the existence of Auslander-Reiten sequen- 
ces in mod R ending with simple modules. The dual problem, concerning 
the existence of Auslander-Reiten sequences, which begin with simple 
modules, was treated in [lo, Folgerung lo]. 
THEOREM 4, For a right artinian ring R the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) For each simple non-projective module CR there exists an 
Auslander-Reiten sequence 0 + A + B + C --) 0 in mod R. 
(2) R is a right Morita ring, i.e., the minimal cogenerator QR is finitely 
generated, and S = End( QR) is artinian on either side. 
Furthermore, if conditions (1) and (2) hold, then each Auslander- 
Reiten sequence 0 -+ A + B -+ C + 0 in mod R with simple C is even an 
Auslander-Reiten sequence in mod R and A z (Tr C)’ g (Tr((C, Q)‘), Q). 
Proof: (1) * (2) To show that QR is finitely generated we suppose that 
some indecomposable injective right module is not finitely generated. Then 
there exists an indecomposable injective module E, such that Sot* E is not 
finitely generated. Hence there is a submodule M of So? E the length of 
which is larger than the lengths of all middle terms of AR-sequences 
0 + A + B + C + 0 in mod R, C running through the set of all simple 
factor modules of M. Now let h: M -+ C be an epimorphism onto a simple 
module C and 0 + A +/B + g C + 0 an AR-sequence in mod R. Because h 
does not split, there exists a morphism h’ E (M, C) with gh’ = h. h’ cannot 
be a monomorphism by choice of M, hence factorizes over the canonical 
map p: M+ M/Sot M. Because h also factorizes over p, g is a split 
epimorphism, a contradiction. 
Now, since QR is finitely generated, S is left artinian and sQR establishes 
a Morita duality between mod R and Smod. Applying this duality to AR- 
sequences in mod R which end with simple modules, we see that for each 
simple, non-injective left S-module there exists an AR-sequence beginning 
with it. Hence, by [lo, Folgerung lo], J(S), is finitely generated and S is 
right artinian. 
(2) * (1) If C, is simple, non-projective, then s(C,, Q,J is simple, non- 
injective. Therefore, by [lo, Folgerung IO], there exists an AR-sequence 
O+.(CQ)- .X-+ Tr((C, Q)‘) + 0, and the dual 0 + (Tr((C, Q)‘), Q) -+ 
(J, ,Q) + ( s(C, Q), ,Q) g C + 0 is an AR-sequence in mod R. 
Finally we assume (1) and (2) and show that in each AR-sequence E: 
0-A’ --rf’ B’ --+ g’ C + 0 in Mod R with simple C the first term A’ is finitely 
generated. Let us call an exact sequence 0 + X 4 Y --, Z 4 0 in Mod R 
copure if for each finitely generated module MR the sequence 
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0 + (Z, M) + (Y, M) + (X, M) + 0 is exact, too. If we suppose that A’ is 
not finitely generated then E is copure, and because f '  is obviously an 
essential monomorphism the following lemma yields a contradiction. 
LEMMA 5. Let R be a right artinian, right Morita ring, QR the minimal 
cogenerator, and S= End(Q.) (recall that sS is artinian). 
(1) An exact sequence E: 0 + X + Y + Z + 0 is copure if and only if 
the dual (E, Q): 0 + s(Z, Q) + s( Y, Q) + s(X, Q) --, 0 is pure. 
(2) S is right artinian if and only if the dual (a, Q): s( Y, Q) + JX, Q) 
of each essential monomorphism CC X --, Y is a super-uous epimorphism. 
(3) If S, is artinian and 0 --* X +OT Y + Y + 0 a copure exact sequence 
with essential a, then a is an isomorphism. 
ProoJ (1) It follows from the fact that sQR establishes a duality 
mod R + S mod and that for all modules M, and sN there exists a 
canonical isomorphism (,M, JN,, QR))r (NR, (,A4, sQ)R). 
(2) First we assume that Ss is artinian and 0 + X+” Y +B Z + 0 an 
exact sequence with essential ~1. We have to show that cp/I E J(S) . ( Y, Q) for 
all rp E (Z, Q). Because the kernel of cp/? is essential, it factorizes over the 
canonical map R: Y + Y/Sot Y; i.e., there exists y E (Y/Sot Y, Q) such that 
(p/I = yn. Let us choose an embedding j: Y -+ Q(I) where Z denotes some 
index set. Since Sot Y= Y n Sot Q(l), j induces a monomorphism I: 
Y/Sot Y + Q(‘)/Soc Q(‘) such that the diagram 
Y x Y/Sot Y Y )Q 
i 
I I 
7 
I 
/‘S 
Q 
(0 x Q”‘/Soc Q”‘/ 
commutes. Hence there exists a homomorphism 6 with 61= y. Obviously 
the components ai, ieZ, of 6v are elements of J(S). Because Ss is 
noetherian, the right ideal generated by (8i)is, is generated by a finite sub- 
family (Bj)icK. This means that there is a morphism 1: Q”’ + QK satisfying 
6v = (di)ieK 01, hence cp/I = yn = 81~ = 6vj = (~,),..,oA~EJ(S).(Y, Q). 
Conversely we suppose that the duals of essential monomorphisms are 
superfluous epimorphisms and choose a generating family (Si)ic, of J(S),. 
Because the kernels of all Si are essential, the kernel of the induced 
map (s~)~~{: Q(I) + Q is essential, too. By hypothesis the image of the dual 
map sS-r sS’ is superfluous; i.e., (si)iel EJ(S) -S’, hence there exist 
11, --*, t, E J(S) and pi, . . . . pn E S’ with (Si)ie, = c;= i tk pk. Obviously the 
t, , . . . . t, generate J(S),. 
481/119/Z-8 
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(3) Let S, be artinian and 0 -+ X --*z Y -+B Z -+ 0 a copure exact 
sequence with essential a. Then the dual 0 -+ (2, Q) +B=(8.Q’ 
(y, Q) ,a=(a.Q' (X, Q) + 0 is’pure and 5 a superfluous epimorphism, hence 
Im fl= (J(S). (Y, Q)) n Im B = J(S) .Im p. Since J(S) is nilpotent, we may 
infer ImF=O and Z=O. 
COROLLARY 6. Let R be a quasi-Frobenius ring. For each simple non- 
projective module C, there exists an AR-sequence 0 + A + B + C --, 0 in 
Mod R with finitely generated A and A g (Tr C)’ 2 (Tr( (C*)‘))* (* denotes 
the dual with respect to R). 
Proof: This follows immediately from Theorem 4. 
Theorem 4 may also be applied in order to improve a characterization 
of pure semisimple rings which is due to Brune [4, Corollary 1 of 
Theorem 21. He has shown that a right artinian ring R is right pure 
semisimple if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(i) Each simple right R-module admits generalized right almost split 
sequences. 
(ii) The injective hulls of all simple right R-modules are finitely 
generated. 
Since in virtue of (i) for each simple non-projective module C, there 
exists an AR-sequence 0 + A + B + C + 0 in mod R, Theorem 4 guaran- 
tees that (i) implies (ii). As a consequence R is right pure semisimple if and 
only if every simple right R-module admits generalized right almost split 
sequences. 
In the remaining part of this section we shall indicate various methods 
for the construction of Auslander-Reiten sequences from given ones. First 
we assume that we have a self-duality D: mod R + R mod with inverse D: 
R mod + mod R. If 0 + A -+ B + C + 0 is an AR-sequence in mod R, then 
0 + DC + DB + DA + 0 is an AR-sequence in R mod. Furthermore, if A is 
not projective, then there exists an AR-sequence 0 + Tr C + B + Tr A + 0 
in Rmod [lo, Satz4], and the dual O+DTrA-rDp+DTrC-*O is 
again an AR-sequence in mod R. Similarly, if C is not injective, then there 
is an AR-sequence 0 + Tr DA +E+ Tr DC + 0 in mod R. 
Now let R be a quasi-Frobenius ring, 0 + A 4 B -+g C + 0 an 
Auslander-Reiten sequence in mod R, and a, : A, + A, cl : C, + C 
projective hulls. It is well known that the kernels SZA := Ker(a,) and 
52C := Ker(c,) are indecomposable and that the exact sequences 
O+QA+A, +A+OandO-+S1C+C, +C+Omaybeembeddedintoa 
commutative diagram with exact rows and columns: 
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0 0 0 
THEOREM 7. The upper row E: Q+L!A+~~B~QC-,O is an 
A&under-Reiten sequence in mod R. 
Note that in the special case when R is a quasi-Frobenius artin algebra, 
Theorem 7 has been proved formerly by Auslander and Reiten [2, 
Proposition 5.11. 
Proof: First we show that E does not split. If we suppose the contrary 
there exists s: QC + B with gs = 1. Since B1 is injective, s may be lifted to 
s1: Cl +B, with s1c2 = bzs, and s1 induces s.,: C + B such that 
s2c, = bls, : 
J T “I:: 
yjl, 
B&c +-- 
s2 
Because (1 - g,s,)c2 =O, there exists t: C+ B, with g,s, + tc, = 1 and 
from cr = c,(g,s, + tc,) = (gs2 + c, t)c, we may infer gs2 + ci t = 1. Because 
End(C) is local and gs, and c, t cannot be isomorphisms, they are elements 
of J( End( C)), a contradiction. 
Next we have to check that g is right almost split in mod R. Let 
ME mod R be indecomposable, non-projective, h: M + QC a morphism 
which is not a split epimorphism, i: M + M, an injective hull, and 
p: M, --* Q - ‘M the cokernel of i. Then Q -‘A4 is indecomposable and p 
a projective hull of 8 - ‘A4. Since C1 is injective, there exists hl : M, + C, 
with hli=c2h and h, induces h,: SZ-‘M+ C with h2p=clhl: 
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Clearly h, is not an isomorphism, hence not a split epimorphism. Hence, g 
being right almost split, there exists t: Q-‘M-+ B with gt =hl. Further- 
more, M, being projective, there is t i : M1 + B, with b, t i = rp and t i 
induces t2 : M+B such that bZt2=t,i. The equation cl(h,-g,t,)=O 
implies the existence of S: M, +OC with h, =g, t, +c,s and since 
c,(h - ft2 - si) = (h, - g, t, - c,s)i = 0 we have h = & + si. Again using 
the projectivity of Mi we find 5: M, + B with g?=s and thereby the 
desired factorization h = d( t2 + 5). 
There is an obvious dual construction. If a, : A + A, and c1 : C + C, 
denote injective hulls, u2: A, -+O-‘A and c2: C, +sZ-‘C the cokernels of 
a, and a2, respectively, then we have a commutative diagram with exact 
rows and columns: 
o- A frB go C -0 
~1 b,I c,I 
o- -“i’ -b]- cq -0 
O- Q-IA- B - Q-‘C -0 
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and the dual of the preceding proof shows that the lower row is an 
Auslander-Reiten sequence in mod R. 
COROLLARY 8. Let R be a quasi-Frobenius ring, CR a simple, non-projec- 
tive module, and M an injective hull of C. Then there are isomorphisms 
Q(MJ) 2 (Tr C)‘z (Tr((C*)‘))* and W’(M/C) z Tr((M/MJ)‘). 
Proof: It is well known [ 1, Proposition 4.111 that 0 + M.Z +(n*r) 
MJ/C@M-+ (-j*“) M/C + 0 is an AR-sequence in mod R, where n: 
MJ+ MJ/C, r: MJ+ M, j: MJ/C+ M/C, and v: M+ M/C are the 
natural maps. Theorem 7 yields an AR-sequence 0 + Q(MJ) + Z+ 
Q(MjC) g C + 0 in mod R, and Corollary 6 the isomorphisms Q(MJ) E 
(Tr C)’ g (Tr((C*)‘))*. The second statement is proved similarly. 
THEOREM 9. Let R be right artinian, Z a two-sided ideal of R, and 
0 + A +f B + g + C + 0 an Auslander-Reiten sequence in mod R. 
(1) Zf CZ= 0 and C is not projective as an R/Z-module, then there 
exists an Auslander-Reiten sequence 0 + A, + B, + C + 0 in mod R/Z. 
(2) If AZ= 0 and A is not injective as an R/Z-module, then there is an 
Auslander-Reiten sequence 0 + A + B, + C, + 0 in mod RfZ. 
ProoJ ( 1) We put x’ := (R/Z,, X,) for a module X,. Because C is not 
R/Z-projective, the induced sequence 0 + A’ &’ B’ + g’ C’ = C + 0 is exact, 
and obviously it does not split. Let A’ = A, 0 . . . 0 A, be a decomposition 
into indecomposables. Then for some summand, say A,, the projection x1 t 
A’ --, A, is not factorizable over f ‘. We shall show that the lower row in the 
pushout diagram 
O- A’ f’ rB’ *’ PC-O 
O- A,-B,-C-O fl &!I 
is an AR-sequence in mod R. By choice of nl it does not split. Since A, and 
C have local endomorphism rings, it is sufficient to show that g, is right 
almost split in mod R/Z. Let ME mod R/Z and h: M + C not a split 
epimorphism. Then there is h, . M+Bwithgh,=handh,(M)cB’implies 
h = g’hl = g,(v,h,). 
(2) It is proved dually. 
PROPOSITION 10. Suppose that R is right artinian and A, a finitely 
generated indecomposable module, which is neither injective nor projective. 
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Provided there exist Auslander-Reiten sequences 0 + A J B --, C + 0 and 
0 + U + V + A + 0 in Mod R consisting of finitely generated modules, then 
for each indecomposable non-projective direct summand B, of B there exists 
an Auslander-Reiten sequence 0 + X + Y + B, --+ 0 in Mod R with finitely 
generated X. 
Proof Let 0 -+ X +h Y + B, + 0 be an AR-sequence in Mod R. 
Because the map fi : A + B,, induced by f, is irreducible in Mod R, A is 
isomorphic to a direct summand A, of Y. The map h, : X + A, which is 
induced by h is irreducible in Mod R; hence X is isomorphic to a direct 
summand of V and therefore finitely generated. 
COROLLARY 11. We assume that R is artinian (on either side) and a right 
Morita ring, furthermore, that the endomorphism ring of the minimal 
cogenerator is artinian, also. If C, is a simple module which is neither projec- 
tive nor injective and 0 + A + B + C + 0 an Auslander-Reiten sequence in 
mod R, then for each indecomposable, non-projective direct summand B, of B 
there exists an Auslander-Reiten sequence 0 + X -+ Y + B, + 0 in Mod R 
with finitely generated X. 
Proof By Theorem 4 the sequence 0 + A -+ B + C + 0 is even an AR- 
sequence in Mod R. Because there exists an AR-sequence 0 + C + 
D + E + 0 in Mod R with finitely generated E [ 10, Folgerung lo] the 
corollary follows from Proposition 9. 
PROPOSITION 12. Let R be artinian, A, an indecomposable projective, 
non-injective module, and 0 + A + B + C + 0 an Auslander-Reiten sequence 
in mod R. Then for each indecomposable, non-projective direct summand B, 
of B there exists an Auslander-Reiten sequence 0 +X + Y + B, + 0 in 
Mod R consisting of finitely generated modules. 
Proof. First we note that the map fi: A --, B,, induced by f, is 
irreducible in Mod R. Hence, if 0 + X +h Y + B, + 0 is an AR-sequence in 
Mod R, then A is isomorphic to a direct summand A, of Y and the map 
h, : X + A, induced by h is irreducible in Mod R. Because A, is projective, 
X is isomorphic to a direct summand of A, J, hence finitely generated. 
Now we shall present an example illustrating the situation described by 
Theorem 1. We shall construct an artinian ring R which is neither an artin 
algebra nor of finite representation type such that for each finitely 
generated, indecomposable, non-projective module C, there exists an 
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Auslander-Reiten sequence 0 -P A + B + C-P 0 in mod R and for each 
finitely generated, indecomposable, non-injective module A, an Auslander- 
Reiten sequence 0 + A + B + C + 0 in mod R. The most remarkable feature 
of our example lies in the fact that some of these sequences are not 
Auslander-Reiten sequences in Mod R. 
We begin by exposing the construction of R and recalling some of the 
properties of the category mod R. Let k be some field of characteristic 0, 
F := k((X)) the field of formal Laurent series in the variable X over k, i.e., 
the quotient field of the power series ring k[[X]], and FN a left vector 
space over F with basis x, y. By means of the natural derivation F + F, 
aw a’, the space N can in addition be made a right F-vector space by 
xa := ax and ya := ay + a’x. Obviously, x and y form a right basis of N, 
also. We define R as the triangular matrix ring (,” F). R is an F-F-bimodule 
via F + R, a H (; t), and the elements e, = (h g), e2 = (8 y), (8 ;), (z g) 
form a left and a right basis of R over F; mostly we shall write x resp. y 
instead of (8 $) resp. (8 6). It is well-known that R is artinian and 
hereditary on either side; R is not an artin algebra, because its center is 
equal to k . 1. Furthermore, since the map (NF, FF) + (FN, FF), cp H ~$5, 
where e(x) := q(x), e(y) := q(x) + q(y), is an F-F-bimodule iso- 
morphism, there exists a weakly symmetric duality D: mod R + R mod, 
and D Tr resp. Tr D is isomorphic to the Coxeter functor C + resp. C - 
belonging to R (see [9]). 
R has infinite representation type. In fact, Ringel has proved the follow- 
ing classification of the finitely generated right R-modules according to 
their dimension types [8, Lemma 6.61. Recall that the dimension type of 
M, is the pair of natural numbers (dim Mel,, dim Me,,). 
(i) For each pair (m, n) of numbers m, no (0, 1, 2, . ..> with 
Irn - nl = 1 there exists precisely one indecomposable module of dimension 
type h n). 
(ii) All the other finitely generated indecomposable modules have 
dimension type (n, n), n > 1. Their finite direct sums form a full exact 
abelian subcategory r(N) which is the product m x u of two subcategories 
m and u. The category m is equivalent to the category of modules of finite 
length over the derivation polynomial ring S= F[ Y, ‘1 over F in the 
variable Y (the elements of S are uniquely written in the form C;= 0 ai Y’ 
with ai E F and the multiplication is given by Ya := aY+ a’); u is a 
uniserial category of global dimension 1 with the only simple object 
e 1 R/xR. 
Now we are in a position to prove the principal result of this section. 
THEOREM 13. For each finitely generated, indecomposable, non-projective 
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right R-module C there exists an Auslander-Reiten sequence 0 + A -+ B --* 
C -+ 0 in mod R. This is even an Auslander-Reiten sequence in Mod R if C 
belongs to u or is of dimension type (m, n) with Irn - nl = 1, whereas it is not 
an Auslander-Reiten sequence in Mod R if C lies in m. 
Proof: We have to provide a particular proof for each of the different 
types of modules which are given by Ringel’s classification. 
(A) To begin with the most complicated case let CR be an indecom- 
posable in m. By Ringel’s results [8, Theorem 7.41 there exists an indecom- 
posable right S-module M of finite length such that C= Mx M as 
F-spaces, the R-module structure of C being given by (m,, m2)x := (0, m,) 
and (m,, m2) y := (0, m, Y) for ml, m2 EM. In order to establish the 
assertion for C we shall show that (Tr C)’ contains a finitely generated, 
indecomposable, pure submodule and may then apply Theorem 1. In fact 
we shall specify a pure embedding C + (Tr C)‘. As a preparatory step into 
this direction we calculate the endomorphism ring T of Tr C. Because S is a 
simple principal ideal ring, there exists f E S with MZ S/fS [6, 
Theorem 3.111; of course, we may assume M = S/fS. Let f := C;=. Yiai 
with ~1, = 1; then the residue classes 1, y, . . . . PP1 modulo fS form an 
F-basis of it4 and the elements ci = (P’, 0), 0 < i< n - 1, a generating 
system of C. We put 
0 
i: 
. . . , . . . 0 -a0 
l.‘! 
o /;y i 
-aI 
. 
. ‘. . . 
. . . . . ‘0 : 
0. . ..‘;() “1 -a,-1 i 
,F”““, @= E F”“” 
and ‘$.I= -23x+Ey~R”~“. Then an easy computation shows that the 
sequence O+elRn-+ae,R”+“C+O with a((e,ri):~iCn)=~.(ezri):~icn 
and v((elri)i GiGn ) = C;= i ci- ,ri is exact. Dualization with respect to R 
yields the exact sequence 
O------+ Re;---% Re” 2& Tr C- 0, (1) 
where ((s,el),.i~.)a*=(siel),.i~n . ‘2I and w  is the canonical map. For 
later use we note that C may be identified with 
and Tr C with 
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in the following - will denote residue classes modulo {%Zb’ 1 b E F”} or 
{@I 1 b E F”}. Because (1) is a minimal projective resolution of Tr C, the 
endomorphism ring T of Tr C may be dentified with the set of matrices 
2EFnX” for which there is a matrix 6 E F”“’ with 2l2 = G’$l. It is easily 
seen that 2 satisfies such an equation if and only if 2’ = 62 - 2’23. Viewing 
2 as a column in Fn2, the equation 2’ = 232 - 2% is equivalent to an 
equation 2’ = a2 for a suitable matrix Q: E I;“* xn2. Hence, by Theorem 15, 
T is finite-dimensional over the central subfield k. With this information we 
shall show that the injective hull of the simple module (T/J(T)). is 
isomorphic to U T := (T, k)=. Dualizing the canonical map rc: T+ T/J(T) 
with respect to k, we obtain the embedding (a, 1): (T/J(T), k) + UT, the 
image of which coincides with the socle of U,. Since the skew field 
T/J(T) is finite-dimensional over k, it is a symmetric k-algebra [S, 
Proposition 9.81, hence there exists an isomorphism (T/J(T), k)T g 
(T/J(T)).> and we may conclude that Sot U, is simple. Consequently 
(Tr C)” = (Tr Cr., U,) z (Tr C, k). Next, in order to find an embedding 
C + (Tr C)’ we shall calculate C OR Tr C and indicate a distinguished map 
C@, Tr C+ k. By definition C@JR Tr Cze, R”@I~ Re”J(e, R”BR Im(a*) 
+ Im(a) OR Re’;), and obvious identifications yield C BR Tr C g N”‘“/U 
with U=F”““2l+?lF”““. The R-balanced map C x Tr C + N” ‘“/U 
corresponding to this isomorphism is given by 
cc 
a’ 
0 
Xb’iYC’), (; xx:“‘)) 
H (a’~ + b’9 + (c’3)‘)x + (a’9 + ~‘3) y + U. 
Now let p: N”“” +k, Xx+‘1,YH(tr(X+‘l)b))-,, where tr denotes the 
usual trace of a matrix and, for some 5 E F, t _ i the coefficient of X-i. 
Note that (<‘)-i = 0 for all r E F. For X E F”“” we have p(X%) = 
p(-323x++xy) = (tr(-X23+X8))-, =0 and p(‘%X)=p((X’-%X)x+ 
Xy) = (tr(J?-113X+23))-, =(tr(X)‘)-, -(tr(bX-Xd))), =O. Hence 
p induces a map N” .“/U + k which we denote again by p. By composition 
we arrive at the R-balanced map cr: C x Tr C + N” ““/U +P k given by 
xb’; yc*), (; xx:“‘)) 
=(tr(a’x+b’3+(cf3)‘+(a’9+c’3)23))-, 
= (xa’ + 3b’ + 923a’ -t 3%‘) _, . 
Now, using the fact that the bilinear map F x F + k, (5, q) H (51) _ 1, is not 
degenerated (Section 3), it is not difficult to show that c is not degenerated, 
also. In particular the induced map 6: C + (Tr C, k) is injective. It remains 
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to be demonstrated that the embedding 6 is pure. Given a system of 
equations 
,c, CpiUji = d(dj), 1 < j < r, (2) 
with ‘pi E (Tr C, k), aji E R, d, E C, we have to find elements gi E C, 1 < i < r, 
with 
This problem is settled by transforming system (2) in such a way that 
Theorem 20 under Section 3 is applicable. Let 
aji = 
Uji fljiX + YjiX a, 
0 sji 
and dj = 
0 
then (2) means that for each family of elements 
O 
Pj = 
( 0 
xjx+qjY Ears 
) 
, l<j<r, 
3j 
the equations C;= i cpi(ujipj) = d(d,)(p,), 1 < j< r, hold, explicitly 
r 
= l( 
0 [~ji-Tj++ji3j+Yji3~++(cri,Yj+Yji3j)lt31x 
i=l cp1 0 sji 3j )) 
=(~~a,!+3~b;+n~Sa~+3~!&~)-~, 1 < j<r. (3) 
It is easily seen that the k-homomorphism F” x F” + Tr C, (x, 3) H c), 
is injective. If we denote by cpf* resp. cp” the map F” + k, + + pi((8)) 
resp. F” + k, 3 H cp,((x)), then (3) is equivalent to the system 
igl qf2(zjaji) = (xjaj)-i for all Xj E F”, (1) 
iT1 ~~*(t)jajiS) = (njBa,!)- i for all nj E F”, 
$, rP,‘2(3j(BjiE + ?jis) + 3iYji) + i (PZ2(3j sji) 
i=l 
=(3Jb,++c,))-, for all 3j E F”. 
(I’) 
01) 
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Equation (I’) is a special case of (I), hence may be dropped. By 
Theorem 20 there exist vectors pi, qi E I;“, 1 < i < r, satisfying 
i C(Bji@ + Yjis)P:- (YjiP:)‘l + i sjiqf 
i= 1 i=l 
= b; + 2kj, 1 <j<r. 
Now a straightforward calculation shows that the elements 
( 1 Pf xsf EC gi:= o o > l<i<r, 
solve the equations C;= i giuji = dj, 1 < j < r. 
By Theorem 1 there exists an AR-sequence 0 + C-r B+ C--f 0 in 
mod R. Because the k-dimension of (Tr C, k) is strictly larger than that of 
C, d is not an isomorphism, hence this sequence is not an AR-sequence in 
Mod R. 
(B) Next let C, be an indecomposable of dimension type (n, n), n 2 1, in 
the uniserial subcategory u. This time we shall establish an isomorphism 
C + (Tr C)” and thereby show that the AR-sequence 0 --t C r (Tr C)’ --t 
B -+ C + 0 in Mod R consists of finitely generated modules. Let 
C5= ,F”““, E= 
and %=Ctax+(I;y~R”““. It is easily seen that the exact sequence 0 + 
ezR” -+a e,R” _+‘=- C-r 0, where u((e2ri):JEiCn)=~Z(e2ri):Cign, is a 
minimal projective resolution of C. Hence S := End(C,) may be identified 
with the set of all matrices 6 E F”“” such that there exists 2 E F”“” with 
GO = 9I22. Obviously the exact sequence 0 -+ Re; -N=* Re; + w Tr C + 0 
with ((siel)l <i<n))a* := ((siel)l <i<n) .QI is a minimal projective resolution 
of Tr C, and the endomorphism ring T of Tr C is the set of all 2 E F” x n for 
which there is 6 E F” x n with ‘?I22 = 62l. Straightforward computations 
show that S= T=,{~EEF”“” I(IcX’&=&X-X6) = {(~,)~F”~“I~~=0for 
i>jand ~ii=~i-I,j-l+<:,j-l for l<i<j<,}. It follows that amatrix 
2 = (tii) E T is uniquely determined by its first row (<ii, . . . . tl,,); to stress 
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this fact, we write Z=Z(<,,, . . . . <in). The kth power of the Jacobson 
radical of T is equal to J(T)k= CCkT= T(Tk = {2(5,, . . . . (,)I (t,, . . . . 5,)~ 
F”, <, = . . . =tk=O) and J(T)k/J(T)k+‘gF, O<k<n--1. As a conse- 
quence, the local ring T is uniserial of length n, hence a minimal injective 
cogenerator on either side; in particular (Tr C)‘= (Tr C,, TT). 
In a second step we shall define a homomorphism C + (Tr C)“. Because 
CBRTr Cz N”““/U, where iJ=F”““~f~F”““, we have to indicate a 
map I,$: N”““/U+ T. First we consider the map cp: F”“” + T, (p(X) = 
C$=i cHPk .Z(x,), where xk denotes the kth row of X. We shall show that 
cp satisfies two linearity properties and, as a consequence, that U is con- 
tained in its kernel. In virtue of the definition of T the map ,l.: T+ T, 
n(X) = 2 + a%‘, defines an automorphism of T, the inverse of which is 
given by n-‘(G) = 6 - 6%. Note that ($2 = n(Z)6 for all 2 E T, hence 
(X92 = nq(2)Eg for all q > 0. Furthermore, in each equation 2lx2 = 62l with 
6, 2 E T, we have 6 = n(Z) and 2 = n-‘(G). 
CLAIM 1. cp is right T-linear and left A”-‘-semilinear, i.e., cp(2X) = 
A”-‘(Z) cp(X)for 2 E T and 3E F”““. (Of course we may assume n > 2.) 
Proof Let 6 E T. Again denoting by xi, . . . . x, the rows of SE, the rows 
of 3EG are x, 6, . . . . x,6 and since %(x,6)=%(x,)6 we infer (p(S)= 
C~=,~.“-kz(~,~)=CIE=I~:“-k2(~k)~=~(X)~,.Nowweshowthe1”-2- 
semilinearity on the left side. Taking into account that rp(&%) = &$(I) = 
A”-*(c) (p(X) f or l<i<n and that each 2=2(0,, . . ..o.)ET may be 
written in the form 2 =x;=, %(a,, 0, . . . . O)E’-‘, we have only to show 
that cp(Z(a, 0, . . . . 0)X) = A”-‘(%(a, 0, . ..) 0)) (p(X) for all (r E F. We derive a 
formula for rp( 6X), where 6 = (aV) E F” x ” is some matrix. The rows of 6X 
are I;=, okjxj, 1 < k G n, hence 
= c 6”-k%(o,jxj) 
16 j,k<n 
= c tvqJkj, 0, . ..) 0) It(Xj) 
L<j,kCn 
6"-k2(a,, 0, . . . . 0) 
> 
I(Xj) 
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where 
Now let us deal with the specific case 6 = %(a, 0, . . . . 0). Let sj denote the 
j th column of 6 and Gj = (sj, 0, . . . . 0) E F”” ‘. Then s1 = (a, 0, . . . . 0)’ and 
s.=(O de*), (j<2)d-3) ,..., ($::)d,o,O ,..., 0)‘, 2<j<n, hence cp(Gr) 
: c&J,0 )...) 0) = /?‘(2(a,O, . ..) O))cY-’ = P-2(2(a,O )...) 0) + 
&%(a’, 0, . . . . O))&“-’ = AR-‘(Z(a, 0, . . . . 0)) 6,-l, and cp(Gj) = 
C$,* (Cn-y )f;> 2(o(j-k), 0, . ..) 0) = 6-j ci,=, &j-“(‘,I;) qa(j-k), 
0 ) . ..) 0) = Cn-jAj-*(2(0, 0, . ..) 0) = A”-‘(I’-2(2(a, 0, . . . . O)))E”-j = 
n+*(Z(a, 0, . . . . 0)) O;“-j for 2 < j < n. Consequently cp(G;X) = 
cj”=, cp(Gj) It(Xj) = A”-‘(Yqo, 0, . ..) 0)) an- ‘2(x1) + xi”=, nn-2(2(o, 0, 
. . . . 0)) P%(Xj) = n-‘(qJ, 0, . ..) 0)) *q(X). 
With the help of cp we define $: N”“” + T by $(xX + y‘$)) = cp(‘l) -6X). 
It is easily checked that JI is T-linear on the right and A”- ‘-semilinear on 
the left side, i.e., $(2(xX+ y’l))) = An-‘(Z) $(xX + ~9)) for all 2~ T. 
Because $(X5X) = $(x(X - XX) + y3X) = cp(XQZ - &(X-X%)) = (p(3)E - 
E&X)-&cp(X)‘&=O and ~(‘%~E)=~(xX+~~X)=C~(~X-~X)=O for 
all X E F”““, I(/ induces a unique map N” xn/U + T which we denote by JI, 
also. By composition we arrive at the map a: C x Tr C + Nnx”/U-+* T 
which is explicitly given by xb’ y’), (; “x:“‘)) 
= q((a’t) + ~‘3) - (I;(a’x + 6’3 - (a’9)‘)) 
and which is T-linear on the right and I”- ‘-semilinear on the left side. The 
proof of the next assertion will complete part B. 
CLAIM 2. The map d: C -+ (Tr C)’ induced by u is an isomorphism. 
Proof: To show that d is a monomorphism, we note first that for all 
x E F” the equation ~((x’, 0, . . . . 0)) = 0 implies x = 0. Now let 
a’ xb’+ yc’ 
C= 
0 0 > 
EC 
with C?(C) = 0. This means that for all d = (8 xx~~Y) E Tr C we have 
cp((a’9 + ~‘3) - a(a’x + 6’3 - (a’s)‘)) = 0. Putting x = 0, 3 = 0, 9 = (LO, . . . . 0) 
we obtain cp( (a’ + aa”)9) = 0, hence a’ + Ka” = 0 and a’ = 0. Similarly, we 
get c’-Eb’=O, hence 
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( 
0 c= 
0 
xb’+y&b’ =mb’=o 
0 > 
1 . 
We shall demonstrate surjectivity of d by showing that 5 maps a T-basis of 
C onto a T-basis of (Tr C)‘. It is easy to see that the elements cI = 
~((0, . . . . 0, e,)‘) and c2 = ~((0, . . . . 0, y)‘) from a basis of C, viewed as a left 
T-module, and the elements d, = w((e*, 0, . . . . 0)) and d, = w((y, 0, . . . . 0)) a 
basis of Tr C, viewed as a right T-module. The equations d(c,)(d,) = 0, 
6(cl)(dd = 6, B(cd(4) = @, and d(c,)(d,) =0 show that the basis 
(d(c,), a(~,)) is the dual of the basis (d2, d,), i.e., 6 maps the basis (c,, CJ 
onto the basis (a(~,), a(~,)). Because d, viewed as a map between left 
T-modules is in addition I”- i-semilinear, we may conclude that d is an 
isomorphism. 
(C) Finally we shall deal with the indecomposables of dimension type 
(m, n), where Irn - nl = 1. We confine ourselves to modules of dimension- 
type (n, n - l), n > 1; the case (n, n + 1) is handled similarly. First we note 
that I1 = e, R/e,.J and Z2 = D(Rez) = (RezF, FF) up to isomorphism are all 
indecomposable injective right R-modules. By Theorem 4 there exists an 
AR-sequence 0 + A + B + I, + 0 in mod R with A z D Tr((DZ,)‘). 
Because D is weakly symmetric, we have DZ, = Re, , hence (DZ1)” z I, and 
A z D Tr I,. To find an AR-sequence in mod R, ending with Z,, we note 
that there exists an AR-sequence 0 +Re, +E-tTrZ2 +O in Rmod [lo, 
Folgerung 91; the dual 0 + D Tr I, + DE + Z, + 0 is an AR-sequence in 
mod R. Now let C, be an indecomposable of dimension-type (n, n - l), 
n 2 1. Because the dimension type of I, resp. Z2 is (1,0) resp. (2, 1) and 
the Coxeter transformation belonging to the Coxeter functor C + ED Tr 
is (: :f), we have C E (D Tr)m I, and an AR-sequence 0 + 
(D Tr)m+ ’ I, -+U-+(DTr)“Z,~C+O in modR if n=2m+l, whereas 
in case n = 2m we have Cz (D Tr)m-l I, and an AR-sequence 0 + 
(DTr)“Z, + V+(DTr)“-’ Z2 g C -+ 0 in mod R. It remains to prove that 
these sequences are even AR-sequences in Mod R, i.e., that (Tr C)” is 
finitely generated. To this end let 
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and %=‘px+Cly~R”~(“+~). The exact sequence O+e,R”+’ +a 
e,R”+“C+O, where a((e,ri):Cidn+1)=~I(e2ri):~iCn+1, is a minimal 
projective resolution of C. Dualization with respect to R yields the exact 
sequence 0 + Re; +‘* Re;+ 1 + Tr C + 0, hence the endomorphism ring T 
of Tr C may be identified with the set of matrices X E F’” + 1)X (n + I) such 
that there is 9 E F”“” with MX = g!ZI, i.e., FpX = g)‘Q - 9% and EE = g)a. 
Analyzing these equations and using the notations of (B) we see that 3E = 
%(a, -(I)@‘, (‘;)a”, . . . . (-1)“~‘“‘) and 9 =%(a, - (“~~)a’, (“;l)a”, . . . . 
(-l)“- ’ a’“- “) for some 01 E F. In particular, F is isomorphic to T via 
ol:HZ(a, -(;)a’, . . . . (-1)” a(@) and (Tr C)’ = (Tr C,, T,). Because w  is a 
T-epimorphism, it induces an embedding (Tr C)’ + (Re;,+ l, TT), hence it is 
sufficient to show that (Re;,+ ’ , TT) is finitely generated. This is easily done 
by induction. 
COROLLARY 14. For each finitely generated indecomposable, non-injec- 
tive right R-module A there exists an Auslander-Reiten sequence 0 + A + 
B+C+O in mod R. 
Proof: Bearing in mind Ringel’s classification of the finitely generated 
indecomposable right R-modules, this is an immediate consequence of the 
preceding theorem. 
3 
The last section is devoted to the proofs of two results concerning 
systems of differential equations over the field k((X)), which are crucial for 
Theorem 13. As in Section 2, F= k((X)) denotes the field of formal Laurent 
series in the variable X over a field k of characteristic 0 and D< = 5’ the 
usual derivative of some < E F. Recursively we define r(O) = 5 and t(‘+ ‘) := 
rci)’ for i > 0. Obviously r’ = 0 if and only if 5 E k. 
THEOREM 15. For all n 2 1 and 6 E F” x” the k-vector space of all 
solutions x E F” of the equation x” = 6x’ has finite k-dimension. 
In the proof of this theorem and in the remaining part of this section 
differential operators will play a fundamental role. Letting ao, . . . . ar E F we 
call the k-linear map A: F + F given by A(<) = cf=, ai . <(‘) a differential 
operator over F with coefficients ao, . . . . a,. Obviously A = 0 if and only if 
a0 = . . . = ~1~ = 0. a0 is called the constant coefficient; if u[ # 0, then 
deg A = 1 is called the degree of A. 
LEMMA 16. Let A #O be a dlyferential operator over F with coefficients 
ao, . . . . a, E F. Then the kernel of A is finite-dimensional over k. 
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Proof: Let < = Crnae ~,,,X”‘EF with eEi2 and &,,Ek and A(<)= 
C,, z A(<), X’ with A(t), E k. Fjrst we shall derive a representation of A(<), 
as a linear map of the coefficients (<m)m2e of 5. Let ai = xjao, a+Yj with 
ai~Zandaii~k,and1eta,#0ifai#0.Forsomem~Zandi~0weput 
1 
(m)i={(*+l). . . . .(m+i) 
if i=O 
if i>l’ 
Then <(‘) = C m8e--i (m)i tm+J”‘, hence 
i=O jaoi 
m>e--i 
j+m=t 
=i c a&t-h 5*-j+i* 
i=O r--e+i2 j2a; 
We may choose an index 0 < i, < I such that 6 := 6, := aiA - i, is minimal 
among the numbers ai - i with ai # 0, and we denote by Z the set of all 
O~i~Iwithai#Oandai-i=6.Then~(t):=~,(t):=~icIcr,,(t-~a,),is 
a polynomial # 0 in t with coefficients in k of degree < I, and there exists a 
k-linear map h,(t,, . . . . ltPaP r) with coefficients in k such that 
40, = w(t) L-a + h,(L> . ..v <r-a- I) (4) 
for t>e+& 
Now the assertion of the lemma is quickly shown. We may assume that 
there is an element 5 = x:, a e C&J”’ E Ker A with 5, # 0. Then we may infer 
from the equation O=A(<),+, =w(e+s)r, that e+6 is a root of w. On 
the other hand, if v denotes the largest root of w, then formula (4) shows 
that the 5, E k, t > v - 6, are uniquely determined by <,, . . . . rVPa. Because w  
has only a finite number of roots, these two remarks finish our proof. 
Similar arguments settle the next lemma, which is recorded for later use. 
LEMMA 17. For a differential operator A # 0 the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(1) Ker A=O. 
(2) For each ‘1 E F the equation A(<) = q has a unique solution. 
(3) w  has no roots in Z. 
Zf one of the conditions holds, we shall call A. regular. 
Proox (1) =S (3) If we assume that w  has a root in E, there is a largest 
one, say v. Let e = v - 6 and 5, = 1. Then, using (4) we can recursively 
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calculate a unique family (r,,,), a e in k such that r = C, d e <,,, P E F is an 
element # 0 of Ker d. 
(3)* (2) Given rl E F, Eq. (4) allows us to compute the coefficients 
(LJm,e of a unique 5 = Crnae 5J” with d(c) = q. 
(2) * (1) Obvious. 
Proof of Theorem 15. We have to show that the k-vector space R = 
(X E F” ( x” = ax’} has finite dimension. We define a sequence (CXi)i, r of 
matrices in F”“” as follows: tX, =Q and ci+, = (.I; + tXiC% for i> 1. Note 
that xc’)’ = nix’ for all x E R. Because (L, , . . . . &“2+ r are linearly dependent 
over F, there exist ~1~. . . . . Q+, E F, some of which are # 0, such that 
Cl>r 1 cxiC& = 0. For all x E si we infer Cl>,’ UJ(‘) = Cl?1 1 CL&X’ = 0. 
Hence sf c (Ker A)“, where A denotes the differential operator over F, 
which is given by A(5) = x;L<’ cri5(‘). Because A #O, Ker A has finite 
k-dimension according to Lemma 16, hence R has finite k-dimension, also. 
The following result by McConnell and Robson [7] is an obvious 
consequence of Theorem 15. As usual, k(X) denotes the held of rational 
functions in the variable X over k. 
COROLLARY 18 [7, Theorem 2.31. For each CC E k(X)n x ’ the k-vector 
space of all x E F”, solving the equation x” = W, is finite-dimensional. 
The next theorem, the proof of which is rather intricate, deals with the 
solvability of certain systems of non-homogeneous differential equations 
which arose in the proof of Theorem 13. An essential ingredient in its for- 
mulation and its proof is the notion of the adjoint of a differential operator. 
Let A(~)=~:i=, ait”) be a differential operator over F. Then a(r)= 
Cfco ( - l)i (aj~)(‘) defines a differential operator, which we call the adjoint 
of A. For instance b = -D. If A # 0, then d” # 0 and the degrees of A and 2 
coincide. To justify the adjective “adjoint” we consider the k-bilinear map 
FxF+ k, (5, q)+ (5~))~. (For some aeFwe denote by a,,, ok, mEZ, the 
coefficient at Xm.) Because <,,, = (@‘-(m+ ‘)) ~ r for all m E Z, this map is 
not degenerated. Noting that (a’) _ r = 0 for all a E F and (cq)’ = 5’~ + &‘, 
we find (r’q)-r = -(5$-r, inductively (<“‘q)-r = (- l)i (<~“‘)-r for all 
ial, hence (A(<).q)-, =C~=,(a,<(i)~)-, = If=, (-l)i(t(ai)l)(i))-r = 
(5 . d”(q))- r. As a first consequence of this equality, we conclude that 
d= = A. For later use we show that 2 is regular if and only if A has this 
property. Let A be regular and q E F such that d”(q)=O. Since for each 
m E Z there exists II,,, E F with A(l,) = x”, we have urn = (+X’-(m+l))-l = 
(v A(l- (,,,I,))-, =(&I) ~-(m+l))-l = 0 for all rnE Z, hence q =O. 
Because 2 = A, the converse implication is obvious. 
THEOREM 19. Let (A,), G j,icn be a family of differential operators over F 
and j?, , . . . . p,, E F. There exist IJ,, . . . . o, E F satisfying the equations 
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C;= 1 Jji(ai) = /?,, ‘1 < j < n, if and only if there exist cp 1, . . . . qn E (F, k) such 
that Cr= 1 cpi(A,(~j,))=(~j5,)~,, 1 < j<n,for all (1, . . . . <, EF. 
One implication is trivial. Suppose that (T,, . . . . on solve the equations 
Cy=l Jji(Oi)=Bjv 1 <j<n. Then the linear forms ‘pi E (F, k), given by 
cp,(S)=(aitJ)),, satisfytheequationsC;=,cpi(dj,(5j))=(Bj<,)-1, l<j<n. 
The converse direction is settled by a type of elimination procedure. To 
describe it, first we have to introduce a number of technical manipulations 
with differential operators. 
(1) The composition d , A, = A, 0 A, of differential operators A,, A2 over 
F is a differential operator, also. Obviously, if A, #O and A, #O, then 
d, A2 # 0 and deg A, A, = deg A, + deg A,. Furthermore, it is easily seen 
that AT2 = d”,d”,. 
The next two constructions are special instances of (1). We assume that 
A(<) = xi=, aitCi’ is a differential operator over F. 
(2) Let CCE F. We define the differential operators ad and Aa by 
(ad)(t) = a. A(l) and (da)([) = A(at), respectively. Since (a[)“’ = 
~j=, (j) a”-‘)p’, we have (da)(c) =cjCO A”‘(a)<“’ where A”‘(a) = 
Cjci$l@i(f)a . (‘-j’ In particular A(‘)(a) = A(a) and A”‘(i) = a, . a. Hence, if 
A # 0 and a # 0, the degrees of A, ad, and Aa coincide. According to (1) we 
have a= d”a and AT= ad. 
(3) The operators DA and AD are defined by DA({)= A(r)‘= 
ab<+(ao +a;)<‘+ ... +(a,-, +a;)5(“+a,<(‘+” and AD(t) = A(t’), 
respectively. Because b = -D, the adjoints of DA and AD are z = - dD 
and A%= - Dd. 
(4) Now we assume that a, =O. We define Ab by Ah(t) =Ci=, ai5(‘-“. 
Since Ab D = A, we may infer Dd’; = - ATD = - 2. 
For later use we fix the following special case of (4). If the constant 
coefficient of A lies in k, then the constant coefficient of DA is 0, hence 
(DA)b D = DA. 
A decisive technical tool in our proof of Theorem 19 is the k-linear map 
~:F~Fgivenbys(C,~.~,~)=C,~.,,z-,(ll(~+1))5,~+’+5-1; 
it may be considered as a kind of a definite integral. It is easily checked that 
s is an isomorphism, the inverse of which is given by s-‘(r) = 4;’ + to .X-i; 
furthermore, s(t)‘=t-t-i .X-l and s(~‘)=~-~~. Hence, for some 
differential operator A over F we have the formula s-’ A(r) = A(<)’ + 
A(~),~X-‘=DA(~)+(A(~)~X-‘)_,~X-‘=DA(~)+(~(~-’).~)_, ax-‘. 
Now we may tackle the proof of the non-trivial implication of 
Theorem 19. We suppose that there are cp,, . . . . (P,, E (F, k) such that the 
system of equations 
,g, cPi(Aji(%))=(Bj5j)-1, lGj<n, (S) 
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holds for all tl, . . . . <, E F and we have to show the existence of elements 
01 3 a**, 0, E F with C;= 1 aji(ci) = pi, 1 <j<n. In case such an n-tuple 
(0 I, **a, a,) exists, we call (S) solvable and (G,, . . . . a,) a solution. 
It is our plan to transform (S) into a similar system, the solvability of 
which is guaranteed by some induction hypothesis and implies solvability 
of (S). The transformed system is attained by a sequence of “elementary 
operations” which we shall explain now. For short, we shall call a trans- 
formed system (S’) admissible, if solvability of (S) may be derived from 
solvability of (S’). 
(A) (S’) results from (S) by a permutation of the indices 1 <j<n or 
l<idn. 
(B) (S’) results from (S) by addition of rows in (S). 
(C) Let 1 dq<n, O#ae F and (S’) the system (cp,cr-‘)(crd,(lj))+ 
~iz,cpi(,4ji(<j))=(/?j<j)-l, 1 <j<n. Because axq =Jjqa, (or, . . . . 6,) is a 
solution of (S’) iff (0,) . . . . gq- 1, acrq, cr4 + , , . . . . a,) solves (S). 
(D) Let 1~ p <n, 0 #a E F and (S’) the system 
i=l 
Since d> = a Ipi, (S’) and (S) have the same solutions. 
(E) We suppose that A,, # 0 for some 1 d p, q <n and that the constant 
coefficient of A,, is 0. We may assume that (p, q) = (1, 1) and that there 
exists 1 < I< n such that the constant coefficients of A,, , . . . . A,, are 0, 
whereas those of A,,+ ,, . . . . A,, are # 0. We may even assume that the con- 
stant coefficients of A ,!+ 1, . . . . A,, are equal to 1. Thejth row of (S) can be 
written in the form cf-1 (Pi(Aji(tj))+Cy=/+, ~is(s-‘Aji(~j))=(fij<j)-1* 
Because s-l Aji(~j)=DAji(~j)+(~ji(X-l)~j)-l .X-l, the latter equation 
transforms into xi=, p,(Aji(<j)) +C;=,+, cpiS(DAji(~j))=(yj~j)-_, where 
yj =jlj-C;=l+l qi(l).Aji(X-‘). Having in mind the assumptions on 
A ,i, . . . . A,,, we may write AIi = AZ D for 1 < i< 1 and DA,, = (DA,i)b D for 
1 +lGi<n. As a consequence cf=, cpi(Afi(<;))+C;=,+, (P~s(DA~~)~ (5;)) 
=(Y,C~))~ for all t1 EF. The special choice 5, = 1 yields (yi))i =0, 
hence y1 =s(y,)’ and (tlyl)-r = -(s(Y,)<\))~. Replacing [; by s(t)‘= 
t-t_lX-‘, ~EF, in the equation Cf=, ~i(A~i(~;))+C~=/+1 Cpi((DAli)b 
(C)J= -(4y,)51)L1, we arrive at IZf=, cpk%(O)+C;=,+, CP~((DA~~)~ 
(5))=(~:5)-, with Y?= --s(Y~)+~Y,)o +Cf=l cP,(Afi(X-‘))+Ci’=,+l 
~p~((Dd,;)~ (X-l)) and 5 running through F. 
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Now the system (S’) consists of the latter equation and the equations 
Xf=l cPi(Aji(5j))+CY=/+l cPis(~ji(Sj))=(Yj5,)-,, 2QjGn. Note that 
deg A f, =deg A,, - 1. It is quickly checked that a solution (or, . . . . 0,) 
of (S’) yields the solution (a ,,..., or, --a;+, +cpI+,(l)Xpl ,..., -a; + 
cp,(lP-‘1 of @I. 
Now we are able to describe the procedure which demonstrates 
solvability of the system (S). We call (S) trivial if all A, are zero, non-trivial 
otherwise. Of course we may assume that (S) is non-trivial. In this case we 
call d(S)=min(deg A,1 1 <j, i6n and A, #O> E (0, 1, 2, . ..} the degree of 
(S), obviously we may assume that d(S) = deg A,, . We shall proceed by 
induction on n 3 1 and have to deal with the cases d(S) = 0 and d(S) > 0 
separately. 
We begin with the easy case d(S) = 0. We may assume that the constant 
coefficient of A,, is equal to 1. If n = 1, then e1 = /11 is a solution of (S). In 
case n> 1 the first equation yields cp,(l,)= -C;=2 c~,(A,~({,))+(/?,[,)-,. 
Placing this expression into the remaining equations, we obtain 
C1=zc~i((Aji-AliAjl)(~j))=((Bj-~jl(Bl))~j)-,, 2GjGn. BY lqpthesis 
this system has a solution (02, . . . . a,); it is easily verified that 
(B, -C;=* d”li(ai), 02, . . . . a,) solves (S). 
The case d(S) > 0 is more difficult. In certain subcases solvability of (S) 
is directly shown by use of the induction hypothesis, whereas in the 
remaining subcases we shall transform (S) into an admissible n x n-system 
of degree < d(S). After a finite number of steps either (S) is solved by 
induction, or we arrive at an admissible n x n-system of degree 0. Since the 
latter is solvable on account of the first part of our proof, (S) is solvable, 
also. 
Subcuse I. Each operator A, with deg A, = d(S) is regular. In par- 
ticular A,, is regular, because deg A ,1 = d(S) by our assumption. If n = 1, 
then there exists ~7, EF with a,,(el)=/ll, because a,, is also regular. The 
case n > 1 likewise falls into two subcases (I’) and (I”): 
(I’) Ai1 = 0 for all 2 < j< n. By induction, the system 
~:=zcp,(A,(~j))=(~jit;i)-l, 2<j<n, has a solution rr2 ,..., cr”~F, i.e., 
C;= 2 Jji(Gi) = pj for 2 < j < n. Since d,, is regular, there exists tri E F 
satisfying d,i(oi) + CyC2 ali = /ll. Hence (pi, (r2, . . . . u,) solves (S). 
(I”) A,, # 0 for some index 2 G p <n. Then deg A,, 2 deg A,, = d(S). 
Let y denote the constant coefficient of A,, . In case y # 0 there exists a E F 
with A,,(a) = y. Substituting the operators Ali, 1 < i < n, by A ,ia and sub- 
tracting the first row from the pth one, we obtain an admissible system 
with an operator Aj,, at the (p, l)-position, the constant coefficient of 
which is 0. It is possible that AL, = 0. If AL, # 0, then deg Ai, < deg A,, ; an 
application of (E) to the pth row yields an admissible n x n-system in which 
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the operator d:, at the (p, 1)-position has deg d$ = deg AL, - 1, whereas 
the operators at the position (j, l), j# p, are unchanged. (If y =0, 
obviously the first part of this step is superfluous.) If deg Ai, > d(S), we 
repeat this procedure; after a finite number of steps we obtain an 
admissible n x n-system in which the operator at the (p, 1 )-position either is 
zero or has degree < d(S). Treating the other rows in an analogous way, if 
necessary, we arrive after a finite number of steps at an admissible n x n- 
system which is either of type (I’) or has degree < d(S). 
Subcuse II. At least one of the operators A, with deg A, = d(S) is not 
regular. Again we may assume that A,, has this property; i.e., there is 
0 # tl E F such that A,,(a) = 0. If we substitute the Ali, 1 6 i < n, by Alia, we 
obtain an admissible n x n-system in which the constant coefficient of the 
operator at the (1, l)-position is 0. In the same way as in (I”) an 
application of (E) to the first row yields an admissible n x n-system of 
degree c d( S ). 
At the end we add a “vector-valued” version of Theorem 19 which is 
needed under Section 2. For that we have to introduce vector-valued dif- 
ferential operators. Let m 2 1 be a natural number and a,,, . . . . ‘uI E F”““. 
Then the k-linear map A: F” + F” defined by (x) A = cf=, x(‘)‘u, is called 
a differential operator over F”, the map 2: F” + F” given by d”(x’) = 
cf=, ( -l)i (~IJ’)(‘) the adjoint of A. Again we have (~.a(n’))-~ = 
((x) A.r)‘)-I for all X, ~)EF”. Let 911bPq denote the coefficient of ‘& in the 
pth row and the qth column and A,, the differential operator over F 
defined by A,,(5)=C~=,~i,,,5’i’. Then for x=(<,, . . . . <,)cF” we have 
@)A =(Cpmsl A,q(5,h,q,m and &x’)=(ZJ=, &q(5q)):.,Gm. 
THEOREM 20. Let be given a family (A,), G i, jG n of differential operators 
over F” and vectors b,, . . . . b, E F”. There exist q,, . . . . 9, E F” with 
I;= 1 Jji(sf) = b$, 1~ j < n, if and only if there are linear forms 
cp,, . . . . (P,, E (F”, k) such that the equations C;=, cpi((xj) Aji) = (xjb~)-l, 
1 < j 6 n, hold for all x1, . . . . X, E F”. 
Proof. One implication being trivial, we suppose that there exist 
~~,...,(P~E(F~,Ic) with CI=l~i((~i)Aji)=(~,bj)_, for all l<j<n and 
x1, . . . . X, E F”. If we denote by cpi,, 1 <q 6 m, the restriction of cpi to the 
qth coordinate and put xi = (tji,, . . . . tj,,& then the latter system is 
equivalent to the system C l~i~.,l~q4rn(Piq(Aji,pq(5jp))=(bjp~j~)--, for 
1~ j < n, 1 < p < m. On account of Theorem 19 there are uiq E F such that 
Cl<i9n,lCqGm ~ji,,q(uiq) = bjP, 1 < j < n, 1~ p <n, hence the vectors ui = 
fail 2 ***9 oi,,,), 1 <iim, satisfy Cl.i.“~ji(S:)=b,, 1 < j<n. 
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